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Mortgage Metrics at your Fingertips

At SimpleNexus, we unite the people, systems, and 

stages of the mortgage process. We developed Nexus 

Vision specifically for mortgage lenders. It is a turnkey 

business intelligence (BI) tool that enables you to 

deploy unified data strategies across your organization 

for actionable insights into productivity and efficiency. 

Nexus Vision features intuitive dashboards, instant 

views of pipeline and performance data, loan-level drill 

downs, scorecards, and more. It provides direct 

integration with loan origination systems (LOS), 

eliminating the need to build a data warehouse or hire 

developers, business analysts, and solution architects. 

As a software as a service (SaaS) cloud-based platform, 

Nexus Vision can be accessed from anywhere via single 

sign-on (SSO) authentication. You can now replace the 

generic dashboards and do-it-yourself data entry for a 

robust solution that provides clear insights into your 

mortgage lending data for your entire organization. 

When performance isn't on target, it can be hard to 

pinpoint the root cause of the problem. Let the data 

drive decisions at all levels of your organization. Nexus 

Vision gives you the insights you need to compare 

projections to actuals, monitor employee performance, 

define best practices, prioritize activities, and maximize 

employee productivity. 

Turnkey Data Insights and AnalyticsWe understand the need for mortgage lenders to have 

reliable tools to facilitate data-driven decision making. You 

may be utilizing industry agnostic business intelligence 

solutions, which are expensive and resource intensive. 

Additionally, you might be leveraging a mix of disparate 

systems that lack continuity and the out-of-the-box 

reporting your business needs. Many data visualization 

tools are fine for ad hoc analysis, but are likely not 

providing a trustworthy end-to-end platform for your 

managers to maximize  performance and profitability.



The Nexus Vision platform has six default modules to 

organize key insights and analytics on all aspects of your 

mortgage lending. Every module’s “At a Glance” is a 

consolidated, high-level visualization to provide a quick 

view of important metrics and to help identify positive 

and negative trends. The At a Glance views can be 

filtered based on user rights and hierarchy, date ranges, 

comparison to prior periods, channel, loan type, loan 

purpose, and more. Every graph, metric, trend indicator, 

and table are actionable and allow users  to click to open 

the details behind each metric or data aggregation. 

The Platform  
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“
The fun part of mortgage 
lending is taking data, making 
sense of it, and coming up 
with better ways to leverage 
it to become a higher 
performing organization.
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The At a Glance view gives a snapshot of who 
your top lead and referral sources are and what 
sources yield the highest pull-through. 

From the Insights view, you’ll see analytics on 
how well your leads and partners are performing 
over time, including top agents, investors, 
brokers, etc. 

You can access various reports in the module 
that provide lead-by-lead, loan-by-loan details, 
such as lead sources or buyer agencies with 
volume and conversion rates, and applications 
and loans funded from leads.

Do you know who is sending you business? This 

module will help you analyze lead quality and maintain 

a healthy pipeline by understanding which sources are 

delivering and converting the most referrals.

LEADS & PARTNERS MODULE 
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The At a Glance view gives a snapshot of your 
active pipeline, including locked volume, number 
of days from application to fund and more, all 
compared to the previous time period. 

The Insights view provides analytics to track how 
loans are progressing through your loan pipeline, 
interactive closing calendar, borrower and loan 
characteristics, and more.

The various reports in the module include 
loan-level details of your production and 
profitability, such as new applications and locks, 
expired locks, loans in LOs’ queues or submitted 
to processing, active pipeline, and more. 

What does your active pipeline look like? This module 

tracks your loan pipeline to assess what activities need 

your focus without logging in to your LOS. 

PIPELINE MODULE 

The At a Glance view provides a snapshot of 
who your best performers are and who is falling 
behind expectations.

The Insights view provides dashboards so you 
can take a deeper look into your loan 
productions, profitability, and bottlenecks. 

The module features several reports, such as 
loans funded per processor or LO, loans locked 
and their final disposition, total days between 
application and funding, etc. 

How profitable are your loans? This module allows 

you to zero in on profitability and identify bottlenecks 

with insights into your loan production, including 

product mix, turn times, revenue trends, etc.

PRODUCTION MODULE
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The At a Glance view provides a snapshot of 
your productivity from the past five years 
including applications, credit reports, locks, and 
loans funded. 

The Insights view lets you see changes of different 
production measures over time, including volume 
across your organization and more. 

The available historical trend reports enable you to 
drill down into the health of your company over the 
last five years, such as total number by month of 
applications with volume, funded loans with 
volume, locked loans, and credit reports. 

How is your production trending? This module 

summarizes five years of year-over-year trend data to 

help you identify patterns that you can use to 

strategically plan. 

HISTORICAL TRENDS MODULE

The At a Glance view provides a snapshot of who 
your best performers are and who is falling 
behind expectations. 

The Insights view presents resources that measure 
the quantity and quality of your people and their 
productivity, including rankings and leaderboards. 

The available reports enable you to view the 
loan-level details of your production and 
profitability, such as total headcount/operations 
support/producers, projections to YTD actuals – 
units, volume, purchase loans, government loans, 
tenured producers, and more. 

Who are your top producers? This module can help you 

define your best practices and track who’s doing what 

and how well with scorecards and KPIs. 

PERFORMANCE MODULE

The role-based scorecards let you see how individuals 

are measuring up to your defined expectations. There 

are more than 150 mortgage-specific KPIs, which are 

metrics that your company can use to measure and 

track current and future performance. The KPIs have 

defined targets and five performance bands’ range of 

acceptability that help you to create best practices and 

track productivity. A number of KPIs are automatically 

turned on, and you have the ability to configure all of 

them based on your organization’s targets and metrics. 

In addition, you can create your annual branch 

projections to track performance throughout the year 

on the Production At a Glance dashboard.
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The At a Glance view provides a snapshot of  
your revenue and expenses from your general 
ledger system.

The Insights view provides dashboards to show 
profitability at the loan level, branch revenue 
trends, and a snapshot of how much you’re 
paying out in loan compensation.

There are a variety of reports available that 
display loan-level compensation, including 
compensation per loan, draw balances and 
status, unearned guarantees, etc. 

The commission calculator will help you in 
assessing how many new leads and loans you 
need to fund each month to achieve your annual 
loan compensation goal.

What are your revenue trends and how much are you 

paying in loan compensation? This module will help you 

maximize your incentive compensation plans by tying 

compensation to performance for everyone involved in 

the loan origination process.  

FINANCIALS MODULE

The Corporate Dashboard allows Power Users to view all 

the most important summaries. Your executive team will 

appreciate the flexibility of the Corporate Dashboard as 

they can configure it with the Nexus Vision cards they 

use most, adding, removing, or moving cards around in 

order to create their ideal views.

Corporate Dashboard

Nexus Vision supports unlimited users. However, for 

security and data governance purposes, you can 

control who can view which data via the employee 

position permissions and the hierarchy levels. There 

are seven hierarchy levels, including Corporate, 

Channel, Division, Region, Branch, Satellite, and 

Employee. Everyone from loan processors to 

executives will have access to analytics with tailored 

views that are configured to provide just the right data 

for each team member. 

Access Levels

Nexus Vision includes multiple out-of-the-box reports 

that span the six modules providing you with extensive 

insights into performance and profitability in real-time. 

You can schedule reports to automatically run based 

on your specified criteria. Although ad-hoc reporting is 

not available in Nexus Vision, we are continuously 

adding new reports and enhancements. Below is a 

sampling of available reports.

Out-of-the-Box Reports
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Lead Sources – List of lead sources with volume 
and conversion rates

Buyer Agencies – List of buyer agencies with 
volume and conversion rates

Leads – List of all leads

Applications From Leads – List of applications 
from leads

Funded From Leads – List of funded from leads

LEADS & PARTNERS REPORTS

New Apps – List of loans where the application 
has been taken
 
New Locks – List of loans which have been locked

Expired Locks – List of loans with the lock 
expiration date

Submitted to Processing – List of loans that were 
submitted to processing

Pipeline Loans with Underwriting Criteria – List of 
pipeline loans with underwriting KPI thresholds

Loans on LO Desk – Applications that are still in 
the loan officer’s queue and waiting to be 
assigned to a processor

Active Pipeline – Lock status and upcoming 
expirations in your current pipeline

PIPELINE REPORTS

Funded per Processor – List of loans funded
by processor

Funded per LO – List of loans funded by
loan officer 

Government – List of loans where the loan 
product type is equal to government

Lock Pull-Thru – List of loans locked and their
final disposition

Purchases – List of loans where the purpose is 
equal to purchase

App to Fund – Total days between application 
and funding compared to the target

PRODUCTION REPORTS
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BILL CORBET
INDUSTRY CONSULTANT

“
Now we can visualize that data in 
a nice, pretty chart that 
illustrates exactly which bank 
branches are referring loans to 
the mortgage group. This allows 
us to identify where the strong 
branches are and work on the 
weaker ones.
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Total Headcount
 
Total Operations Support

Total Producers

Producers by YTD weighted score

Tenured producers by YTD units

Projections to YTD Actuals: Units

Projections to YTD Actuals: Volume

Projections to YTD Actuals: Purchase Loans

Projections to YTD Actuals: Government Loans

Projections to YTD Actuals: Tenured Producers

PERFORMANCE REPORTS

Applications – Total number of applications with 
volume taken by month

Funded – Total number of funded loans with 
volume taken by month

Locks – Total number of locked loans with volume 
taken by month

Credit Reports – Total number of credit reports 
taken by month

HISTORICAL TRENDS REPORTS
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BILL CORBET
INDUSTRY CONSULTANT

“
Nexus Vision hit on two 
things from the very 
beginning. One is its ability 
to provide tactical, 
up-to-date reporting that 
helps sales and operation 
managers run the business 
day to day. Second is that it 
enables the executive team 
— who's not going to dive 
into reporting every day — 
to access information 
when they want it, without 
the lag time or hassle of 
assigning someone to run 
and clean up reports.



Get started today! 

For more information on how Nexus Vision makes it 

easy to select KPIs, create balanced scorecards, and 

track performance using powerful, at-a-glance data 

insights, contact your customer success manager or 

email us at sales@simplenexus.com
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Comp $ Per Loan – Total variable paid amount 
which is tied to a loan and has a pay type of 
commission, bonus, or override

Compensation BPS per Loan – See the total loan 
compensation (in dollars and BPS) paid per person 
per loan. This report only includes loan-level 
commission, bonus, and override pay

LO Compensation Paid per Loan – Loan level list by 
loan officer with amount of commissions paid out

Draw Balance – List of employees with an 
outstanding draw balance

# Emps with Draw Balance – Employee list with 
total amount of draw balance

Draw Status – List of employees and their 
outstanding draw balance

Funded vs. Compensation – Employee list with 
total amount paid by pay type

Distribution of LO Compensation Paid – Employee 
list with volume & compensation paid by period

Unearned Guarantees – All employees who were 
eligible to receive a guarantee and the actual 
amount paid as a guarantee

FINANCIALS REPORTS

By integrating with our automated incentive 

compensation management platform, CompenSafe, 

Nexus Vision provides advanced reporting and analytics 

into your loan commissions, including compensation 

paid per loan, average BPS paid out across branches, 

outstanding draw balances, and more.

Maximize Incentive
Compensation Plans
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